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The actor, 60, and human rights lawyer, 43, welcomed twins Ella and Alexander four years ago after getting married during a lavish Venice ceremony in 2014.
George and Amal Clooney shut down speculation they're pregnant their third child
The biggest surprise of the 2021 NBA draft was when the San Antonio Spurs selected Joshua Primo with the No. 12 overall pick. Heck, even he didn’t believe his agent when he first heard the news. Most ...
NBA lottery pick Josh Primo wants you to watch him prove what the Spurs already knew
Former Manchester United centre-back Rio Ferdinand believes that Raphael Varane has everything in his locker to impress in the Premier League.
Ferdinand has ‘genuine belief’ after naming huge Man Utd task facing Varane
With a possible cap on costs taking centre stage in the debate over England's social care reforms, Laura Schlepper outlines the social care cap currently in place in Germany. What can we learn from ...
Capping the costs: what are the lessons from the German social care system?
The 2015 plot, which resulted in the conviction of two klansmen who worked as prison guards in Florida as well as their 'Exalted Cyclops', was foiled by the FBI using an informant.
Inside KKK murder plot: FBI informant infiltrated klan to foil murder of black man
Another Monday, another fatuous, evidence-free polemic from Brian Monteith (Scotsman, 26 July)!How can he bear to live in this apparent hellhole of Scotland? In his fevered mind, nothing here works, ...
It's time for Brian Monteith to change the record - Readers' Letters
It was 11:30 a.m. on March 19, 2015, and the klansmen were celebrating what they thought was a successful murder in Florida. But the FBI had gotten wind of the murder plot.
Inside a KKK murder plot: Grab him up, take him to the river
The system is supposed to provide financial help after people get hurt or sick at their jobs. But for people who believe they were exposed to COVID-19 on the clock, it rarely works that way.
Those battling COVID in NC rarely get workers’ comp. ‘You have to fight so hard.’
The system is supposed to provide financial help after people get hurt or sick at their jobs. But for people who believe they were exposed to COVID-19 on the clock, it rarely works that way.
Can I get workers comp for COVID in North Carolina? | Charlotte Observer
A Romanian confidence trickster who swapped diamonds worth £4.2m worth for a bag of worthless pebbles in an audacious Ocean's Eleven-style heist has been found guilty of theft and jailed for ...
Woman found guilty of Boodles £4.2m diamond heist after 'switching them for pebbles'
One can never have too many recommendations when it comes to books. It’s always nice to have a few recommendations to work from when you’re picking ...
The book was better! Some cinematic summer reads
A horserider from Grindlow who lost the use of her legs seven years ago has qualified for a prestigious national competition just months after getting back in the saddle.
Disabled Buxton horserider wins comeback competition seven years after losing the use of her legs
Ashley Archibald The King County Council curtailed an effort July 12 to put a new form of voting before the electorate in November, citing a desire for more time to work through the details ...
What Would Ranked Choice Voting Look Like in King County?
I first came across Blackstone on TikTok last year, just as the pandemic lockdowns were starting. And there was this caption I kept seeing on posts showing people smashing burgers and making pancakes ...
How Blackstone became the darling of grill TikTok
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering different views.
Today’s Premium Stories
Pushaw, 30, a Washington, D.C., communications professional, was an admirer of DeSantis — and the way he dealt with unflattering press coverage. She wrote that she was inspired to move to Florida ...
Press secretary liked DeSantis so much, she asked for a job
The Dallas sportscaster will end a 41-year run delivering the local news when he retires in September. His style, which has earned him internet fame in recent years, harkens back to a bygone era of ...
Dale Hansen Is Signing Off, Taking the Anchorman Era With Him
Heat deaths in Arizona reached a record high last year. But making good shade is difficult, expensive, and can be water-intensive.
No Shade: Why Is It So Hard to Hide From the Sun in Phoenix?
D.J. Uiagalelei will be Clemson’s starting quarterback, but who will be the backup? What’s the timetable for Taisun Phommachanh’s return?
State of the Clemson QB room: How the pieces are coming together for the Tigers
Josefina Zamarripa died in May, but her children, raised in East Austin, remember their family stories as if they were yesterday.
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